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In this paper, the authors prove that Besov–Morrey spaces are proper subspaces of Besov-
type spaces B˙s,τp,q(R
n) and that Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey spaces are special cases of Triebel–
Lizorkin-type spaces F˙ s,τp,q(R
n). The authors also establish an equivalent characterization of
B˙s,τp,q(R
n) when τ ∈ [0,1/p). These Besov-type spaces B˙s,τp,q(Rn) and Triebel–Lizorkin-type
spaces F˙ s,τp,q(R
n) were recently introduced to connect Besov spaces and Triebel–Lizorkin
spaces with Q spaces. Moreover, for the spaces B˙s,τp,q(R
n) and F˙ s,τp,q(R
n), the authors
investigate their trace properties and the boundedness of the pseudo-differential operators
with homogeneous symbols in these spaces, which generalize the corresponding classical
results of Jawerth and Grafakos–Torres by taking τ = 0.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
To study the Navier–Stokes equation, Kozono and Yamazaki [10] introduced the inhomogeneous Besov–Morrey spaces.
Tang and Xu [17] further introduced the inhomogeneous Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey spaces. Recently, Sawano and Tanaka [16]
introduced the homogeneous Besov–Morrey and Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey spaces and established their atomic, molecular
and quarkonial decompositions, which also gave an answer to the conjecture proposed by Mazzucato [11] on the atomic
decomposition of Morrey spaces. Now it is well known that Morrey spaces are special cases of Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey
spaces.
On the other hand, to establish the connections between Besov and Triebel–Lizorkin spaces with Q spaces, which is
an open problem proposed by Dafni and Xiao in [2], Yang and Yuan [21,22] introduced a new class of Besov-type and
Triebel–Lizorkin-type spaces. We pointed out that the Q spaces on Rn were originally introduced by Essén, Janson, Peng
and Xiao [3]; see also [19,20] for the history of Q spaces and more properties.
In this paper, we prove that Besov–Morrey spaces in [16] are proper subspaces of Besov-type spaces B˙s,τp,q(R
n) in [22]
and that Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey spaces in [16] are special cases of Triebel–Lizorkin-type spaces F˙ s,τp,q(R
n) in [21,22]. We
also establish an equivalent characterization of B˙s,τp,q(R
n) when τ ∈ [0,1/p). Moreover, for the spaces B˙s,τp,q(Rn) and F˙ s,τp,q(Rn),
we investigate their trace properties and the boundedness of the pseudo-differential operators with homogeneous symbols
(see [6]) in these spaces, which when τ = 0 generalize the corresponding classical results obtained, respectively, by Jawerth
[7, Theorem 5.1] and [8, Theorem 2.1], and Grafakos and Torres [6, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2].
To recall the deﬁnitions of Besov-type and Triebel–Lizorkin-type spaces in [16,21,22], we need some notation. Let S(Rn)
be the space of all Schwartz functions on Rn . Let ψ ∈ S(Rn) be a bump function chosen so that χB(2)  ψ  χB(4), where
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74 Y. Sawano et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 363 (2010) 73–85B(r) denotes the ball centered at origin of radius r > 0. One deﬁnes ϕ j(x) ≡ ψ(2− j x) − ψ(2− j+1x) for all j ∈ Z and x ∈ Rn .
Notice that supp(ϕ0) ⊂ (B(4) \ B(1)). We write ϕ j(D) f ≡ F−1(ϕ jF f ) for all f ∈ S ′∞(Rn), where we set
S∞
(
R
n) ≡ {ϕ ∈ S(Rn): ∫
Rn
ϕ(x)xγ dx = 0 for all multi-indices γ ∈ (N ∪ {0})n}
and S ′∞(Rn) denotes the topological dual of S∞(Rn), namely, the set of all continuous linear functionals on S∞(Rn) en-
dowed with the weak ∗-topology. We deﬁne
D(Rn) ≡{ n∏
j=1
[
mj
2ν
,
mj + 1
2ν
)
: m = (m1,m2, . . . ,mn) ∈ Zn, ν ∈ Z
}
,
the set of all dyadic cubes in Rn . For j ∈ Z, we write D j(Rn) ≡ {Q ∈ D(Rn): (Q ) = 2− j} where (Q ) for any Q ∈ D(Rn)
denotes its side length.
Let 0< p  u < ∞, 0< q ∞ and s ∈ R. In [16], the Besov–Morrey space N˙ supq(Rn) and Triebel–Lizorkin–Morrey space
E˙ supq(Rn) were, respectively, deﬁned to be the set of all f ∈ S ′∞(Rn) such that
‖ f ‖N˙ supq(Rn) ≡
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | qu − qp
(∫
P
∣∣2 jsϕ j(D) f (x)∣∣p dx) qp
} 1
q
< ∞
and
‖ f ‖E˙ supq(Rn) ≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | 1u − 1p
{∫
P
( ∞∑
j=−∞
∣∣2 jsϕ j(D) f (x)∣∣q
) p
q
dx
} 1
p
< ∞
with the usual modiﬁcation made when q = ∞. Notice that the notation here is slightly different from the one used
in [16], we exchange the position of p and u. Moreover, differently from [16], by following Triebel [18], here we replace
S ′(Rn)/P(Rn) by S ′∞(Rn) in the deﬁnition of N˙ supq(Rn) and E˙ supq(Rn); see also [21,22]. Recall that S ′(Rn)/P(Rn) and
S ′∞(Rn) are topologically equivalent.
Let 0 < q ∞, s ∈ R and 0 τ < ∞. For any given P ∈ D(Rn), we set j P ≡ − log2 (P ). Recently, in [21,22], the Besov-
type space B˙s,τp,q(R
n) with p ∈ (0,∞] and the Triebel–Lizorkin space F˙ s,τp,q(Rn) with p ∈ (0,∞) were, respectively, deﬁned to
be the set of all f ∈ S ′∞(Rn) such that
‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn) ≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P
(∫
P
∣∣2 jsϕ j(D) f (x)∣∣p dx) qp
} 1
q
< ∞
and
‖ f ‖ F˙ s,τp,q(Rn) ≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{∫
P
( ∞∑
j= j P
∣∣2 jsϕ j(D) f (x)∣∣q
) p
q
dx
} 1
p
< ∞
with the usual modiﬁcations made when p = ∞ or q = ∞.
Throughout the whole paper, for simplicity, we use A˙supq(Rn) to denote either N˙ supq(Rn) or E˙ supq(Rn). Likewise we use
A˙s,τp,q(R
n) to denote either B˙s,τp,q(R
n) or F˙ s,τp,q(R
n).
By the deﬁnitions of these spaces, we obviously have that
A˙supq
(
R
n) ⊂ A˙s, 1p − 1up,q (Rn). (1.1)
One of the main results of this paper is the following conclusion.
Theorem 1.1. Let s ∈ R.
(i) If 0< p < u < ∞ and 0< q < ∞, then N˙ supq(Rn) is a proper subspace of B˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n).
(ii) If 0< p  u < ∞ and 0< q∞, then E˙ supq(Rn) = F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n) with equivalent norms.
(iii) If 0< p  u < ∞, then N˙ sup∞(Rn) = B˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,∞ (Rn) with equivalent norms.
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n) also covers
the Morrey spaces as well as the Morrey–Hardy spaces HMpq (Rn), which were investigated in [9,15]. Also, in Section 3, we
establish an equivalent characterization of B˙s,τp,q(R
n) when τ ∈ [0,1/p) in Proposition 3.3 below.
In Section 2, we recall some basic properties, including the atomic decompositions, of A˙supq(Rn) and A˙s,τp,q(Rn).
In Section 4, we establish trace theorems of A˙s,τp,q(R
n), which when A = F extends the counterpart for E˙ supq(Rn) in [14].
To this end, we ﬁrst recall the notions of smooth atoms and molecules for A˙s,τp,q(R
n) in [22, Deﬁnitions 4.1 and 4.2].
Deﬁnition 1.2. Let 0 < p,q  ∞, s ∈ R, 0  τ < ∞, J ≡ n/min(1, p) if A˙s,τp,q(Rn) ≡ B˙s,τp,q(Rn) and J ≡ n/min(1, p,q) if
A˙s,τp,q(R
n) ≡ F˙ s,τp,q(Rn).
(i) A function aQ is called a smooth atom for A˙
s,τ
p,q(R
n) supported near a dyadic cube Q if there exist K˜ and N˜ with
K˜ max{
s + nτ + 1,0} and N˜ max(
 J − n − s,−1) such that
suppaQ ⊂ 3Q and
∥∥∂γ aQ ∥∥L∞(Rn)  |Q |− 12− |γ |n for all |γ | K˜ (1.2)
and that∫
Rn
xγ aQ (x)dx = 0 for all |γ | N˜, (1.3)
where and in what follows, 
s denotes the maximal integer no more than s.
(ii) A function mQ is called a smooth molecule for A˙
s,τ
p,q(R
n) supported near a dyadic cube Q , if there exists a large integer N
such that∣∣∂γmQ (x)∣∣ |Q |− 12− |γ |n (1+ [(Q )]−1|x− xQ |)−N for all |γ | 
s + nτ + 1+ (1.4)
and that∫
Rn
xγ mQ (x)dx = 0 for all |γ |max
(−1, 
 J − n − s). (1.5)
It is clear that each smooth atom for A˙s,τp,q(R
n) is a multiple of a smooth molecule for A˙s,τp,q(R
n).
The trace theorem for Besov-type spaces B˙s,τp,q(R
n) deﬁned in [21,22] is as follows.
Theorem 1.3. Let n 2 and J be as in Deﬁnition 1.2. Assume that the parameters p, q, s, τ satisfy 0< p,q∞,
s >
n − 1
min(1, p)
− n + 1+ 1
p
(1.6)
and τ ∈ [0, 1p + s+n− Jn ). Then there exists a surjective linear operator
Tr : f ∈ B˙s,τp,q
(
R
n) → Tr( f ) ∈ B˙s− 1p , nn−1 τp,q (Rn−1) (1.7)
such that Tr( f )(x′) = f (x′,0) for all x′ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1 and for all smooth atoms f for A˙s,τp,q(Rn).
When τ = 0, Theorem 1.3 is just a classical result obtained in [8, Theorem 2.1].
We also establish a corresponding trace theorem for the Triebel–Lizorkin-type spaces F˙ s,τp,q(R
n) in [21,22], which when
τ = 0 goes back to [7, Theorem 5.1].
Theorem 1.4. Let n 2. Assume that p ∈ (0,∞) and q, s, τ are as in Theorem 1.3. Then there exists a surjective linear operator
Tr : f ∈ F˙ s,τp,q
(
R
n) → Tr( f ) ∈ F˙ s− 1p , nn−1 τp,p (Rn−1) (1.8)
such that Tr( f )(x′) = f (x′,0) for all x′ = (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) ∈ Rn−1 and for all smooth atoms f for A˙s,τp,q(Rn).
Finally, as an application of the atomic decomposition, we investigate the boundedness of the pseudo-differential opera-
tors, which extends the results in [6,15]. See [6] or Deﬁnition 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 below for the precise deﬁnitions and the
property of the pseudo-differential operators.
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∗
n ) if max(
 J − n − s,−1)  0 or τ ∈
[0, 1p + s+n− Jn ) if max(
 J − n − s,−1) < 0, where α∗ ≡ α − 
α for any α ∈ R. Let m ∈ N ∪ {0} and a be a symbol in S˙m1,1
and a(x, D) be the pseudo-differential operator such that a(x, D)( f ) ≡ ∫
Rn
a(x, ξ)(F f )(ξ)eix·ξ dξ for all smooth molecules f for
A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn) and x ∈ Rn. Assume that its formal adjoint a(x, D) satisﬁes
a(x, D)
(
xβ
) = 0 ∈ S ′∞(Rn) (1.9)
for all β ∈ (N ∪ {0})n with |β|max( J − n − s,−1). Then a(x, D) is a continuous linear mapping from A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn) to A˙s,τp,q(Rn).
When τ = 0, Theorem 1.5 is just Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 in [6].
Now we state some conventions on notation. Throughout the whole paper, we denote by C a positive constant which
is independent of the main parameters, but it may vary from line to line. The symbol A  B means that A  C B . If A  B
and B  A, we then write A ∼ B . For any p ∈ [1,∞], we denote by p′ its conjugate index, namely, 1/p + 1/p′ = 1. If E is a
subset of Rn , we denote by χE the characteristic function of E . We also set N ≡ {1,2, . . .} and Z+ ≡ N ∪ {0}.
2. Decompositions of function spaces
We begin with some known properties of the spaces A˙supq(Rn).
Proposition 2.1. Let 0< p  u < ∞, 0< q∞ and s ∈ R.
(i) Different choices of ϕ yield equivalent norms of A˙supq(Rn).
(ii) A˙supq(Rn) is a quasi-Banach space.
(iii) A˙sppq(Rn) = A˙sp,q(Rn) with equivalent norms, where A˙sp,q(Rn) denotes either B˙sp,q(Rn) or F˙ sp,q(Rn).
(iv) Let 1 < p  u < ∞. Then E˙0up2(Rn) = Mup(Rn) with equivalent norms, where Mup(Rn) denotes the Morrey space whose norm
is given by
‖ f ‖Mup(Rn) ≡ sup
Q ∈D(Rn)
|Q | 1u − 1p
(∫
Q
∣∣ f (y)∣∣p dy) 1p .
(v) Let 0< p  u < ∞. Then E˙0up2(Rn) = HMup(Rn)with equivalent norms, where the right-hand side stands for the Hardy–Morrey
space whose norm is given by
‖ f ‖HMup(Rn) ≡ sup
Q ∈D(Rn)
|Q | 1u − 1p
{∫
Q
(
sup
j∈Z
∣∣ψ(2 j·) ∗ f (y)∣∣)p dy} 1p .
For the proofs of Proposition 2.1(i) through (iii), see [16]; for the proofs of Proposition 2.1(iv) and (v), we refer to [15].
Let us summarize the known conclusions on A˙s,τp,q(R
n) as follows; see [21,22] for their proofs.
Proposition 2.2. Let 0< p,q∞, s ∈ R and 0 τ < ∞.
(i) Different choices of ϕ yield equivalent norms in A˙s,τp,q(R
n).
(ii) A˙s,τp,q(R
n) is a quasi-Banach space.
(iii) A˙s,0p,q(R
n) = A˙sp,q(Rn), where A˙sp,q(Rn) denotes either B˙sp,q(Rn) or F˙ sp,q(Rn).
(iv) F˙
s, 1r
r,q (R
n) = F˙ s∞,q(Rn) with equivalent norms.
(v) F˙
α, 1q − 1p
q,q (R
n) = Q α,qp (Rn)with equivalent norms, whenever 0< α < 1, 0< p ∞ and 1 q∞. In particular, F˙α,
1
2−α
2,2 (R
n) =
Qα(Rn) with equivalent norms. Here Q
α,q
p (R
n) and Qα(Rn) are called the Q spaces; see [3] and [1] for their deﬁnitions.
Now we formulate the atomic decomposition theorem. This theorem is used throughout the whole paper. First, we recall
some notions of spaces of sequences; see [16,22].
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let p,q,u, s, τ satisfy p,q,u ∈ (0,∞], s ∈ R and τ ∈ [0,∞). For any given a dyadic cube Q ∈ D(Rn), denote
by χ˜Q the L2-normalized indicator |Q |− 12 χQ .
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n) is deﬁned to be the set of all sequences λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C such that
‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn) ≡ supP∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P
[∫
P
( ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
|Q | sn
)p
dx
] q
p
} 1
q
< ∞
with the usual modiﬁcations made when p and/or q = ∞.
(ii) The space f˙ s,τp,q (R
n) is deﬁned to be the set of all sequences λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C such that
‖λ‖ f˙ s,τp,q (Rn) ≡ supP∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
(∫
P
{ ∞∑
j= j P
( ∑
Q ⊂D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
|Q | sn
)q} pq
dx
) 1
p
< ∞
with the usual modiﬁcation made when q = ∞.
(iii) Let 0 < p  u < ∞ and q ∈ (0,∞]. The space a˙supq(Rn) is deﬁned to be the set of all sequences λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C
such that ‖λ‖a˙supq(Rn) < ∞, where when a˙supq(Rn) ≡ n˙supq(Rn),
‖λ‖n˙supq(Rn) ≡
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
[
sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | pu −1
∫
P
( ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
|Q | sn
)p
dx
] q
p
} 1
q
,
and when a˙supq(R
n) ≡ e˙supq(Rn),
‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn) ≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | 1u − 1p
{∫
P
[ ∞∑
j=−∞
( ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
|Q | sn
)q] pq
dx
} 1
p
.
Here the usual modiﬁcation is made when q = ∞.
Now we turn to recall the notion of the smooth atoms for E˙ supq(Rn) deﬁned in [16, Deﬁnition 1.2].
Deﬁnition 2.4. Let p,q,u, s satisfy 0 < p  u < ∞, q ∈ (0,∞], s ∈ R and Q ∈ D(Rn). Let J ≡ n/min(1, p,q). A function
aQ is called a smooth atom for E˙ supq(Rn) supported near Q if there exist K˜ and N˜ with K˜  max{
s + 1,0} and N˜ 
max(
 J − n − s,−1) such that suppaQ ⊂ 3Q , ‖∂γ aQ ‖L∞(Rn)  |Q |− 12− |γ |n for all |γ |  K˜ and
∫
Rn
xγ aQ (x)dx = 0 for all
|γ | N˜ .
Now we present the key result obtained in [22].
Theorem 2.5. (See [22, Theorem 4.3].) Let p, q, s, τ and J be as in Theorem 1.5.
(i) Any f ∈ A˙s,τp,q(Rn) admits a decomposition f =
∑∞
j=−∞
∑
Q ∈D j(Rn) λQ aQ in S ′∞(Rn), where each aQ is a smooth atom for
A˙s,τp,q(R
n) supported near Q and the coeﬃcient sequence λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖a˙s,τp,q(Rn)  C‖ f ‖ A˙s,τp,q(Rn) , where C is
a positive constant independent of f and λ.
(ii) Suppose that {aQ }Q ∈D(Rn) is a family of smoothmolecules for A˙s,τp,q(Rn) and that λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖a˙s,τp,q(Rn) < ∞.
Then f = ∑∞j=−∞ ∑Q ∈D j(Rn) λQ aQ converges in S ′∞(Rn) and satisﬁes ‖ f ‖ A˙s,τp,q(Rn)  C‖λ‖a˙s,τp,q(Rn) , where C is a positive con-
stant independent of f and λ.
Theorem 2.6. (See [16, Theorem 4.12].) Let 0< p  u < ∞, q ∈ (0,∞] and s ∈ R.
(i) Any f ∈ E˙ supq(Rn) admits a decomposition f =
∑∞
ν=0
∑
m∈Zn λνmaνm in S ′∞(Rn), where each aνm is a smooth atom for E˙ supq(Rn)
supported near Q νm and the coeﬃcient sequence λ ≡ {λνm}ν∈Z,m∈Zn ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn)  C‖ f ‖E˙ supq(Rn) , where C is a
positive constant independent of f and λ.
(ii) Suppose that {aQ }Q ∈D(Rn) is a family of smooth atoms for E˙ supq(Rn) and that λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn) < ∞.
Then f = ∑Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ converges in S ′∞(Rn) and satisﬁes ‖ f ‖E˙ supq(Rn)  C‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn) , where C is a positive constant inde-
pendent of f and λ.
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To prove Theorem 1.1(i), we need to invoke the wavelet characterizations of A˙supq(Rn). According to the wavelet theory
(see, for example, [12]), there exists a collection {ψ(l): l = 1, . . . ,2n − 1} of CN (Rn)-functions satisfying the following four
conditions:
(W1) For all l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1} and all α ∈ Zn+ with |α| N ,
∫
Rn
xαψ(l)(x)dx = 0;
(W2) For all l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}, ψ(l) is N-regular, namely, ψ(l) ∈ CN (Rn) and for all m ∈ N and α ∈ Zn+ with |α|  N ,
supx∈Rn 〈x〉−m|∂αψ(l)(x)| < ∞, where and in what follows, 〈x〉 ≡
√
1+ |x|2 for all x ∈ Rn;
(W3) For all l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}, Q ∈ D(Rn) and x ∈ Rn , let ψ(l)Q (x) ≡ 2
jQ n
2 ψ(l)(2 jQ (x − xQ )). Then the set {ψ(l)Q : l = 1, . . . ,
2n − 1, Q ∈ D(Rn)} forms an orthonormal basis in L2(Rn);
(W4) For all l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}, suppψ(l)Q ⊂mQ with certain m ∈ N.
A minor change of the proof of [13, Theorem 1.5] yields the following proposition.
Proposition 3.1. Let 0< p  u < ∞, q ∈ (0,∞], s ∈ R and N be a large integer depending on p, q, u, s.
(i) Suppose that for all l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}, λ(l) ≡ {λ(l)Q }Q ∈D(Rn) ∈ a˙supq(Rn). Then f =
∑2n−1
l=1
∑
Q ∈D(Rn) λ
(l)
Q ψ
(l)
Q converges in
S ′∞(Rn) and belongs to A˙supq(Rn). Moreover, ‖ f ‖A˙supq(Rn)  C
∑2n−1
l=1 ‖λ(l)‖a˙supq(Rn) , where C is a positive constant independent
of λ(l) with l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}.
(ii) Any f ∈ A˙supq(Rn) admits a decomposition f =
∑2n−1
l=1
∑
Q ∈D(Rn)〈 f ,ψ(l)Q 〉ψ(l)Q in S ′∞(Rn), where the coeﬃcients satisfy
2n−1∑
l=1
∥∥{〈 f ,ψ(l)Q 〉}Q ∈D(Rn)∥∥a˙supq(Rn)  C‖ f ‖A˙supq(Rn),
where C is a positive constant independent of λ(l) and ψ(l) with l ∈ {1, . . . ,2n − 1}.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us ﬁrst prove (i). To this end, we ﬁrst compare the underlying sequence spaces. Recall that
‖λ‖
b˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
= sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P | 1p − 1u
{ ∞∑
j= j P
(∫
P
[
2 js
∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
]p
dx
) q
p
} 1
q
and
‖λ‖n˙supq(Rn) =
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | qu − qp
(∫
P
[
2 js
∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
]p
dx
) q
p
} 1
q
.
Let R j ≡
n times︷ ︸︸ ︷
[2− j,21− j) × · · · × [2− j,21− j) for all j ∈ Z and set
λQ ≡
{
2− j(s− nu + n2 ), Q = R j for some j ∈ Z,
0, Q = R j for any j ∈ Z.
Then we have
‖λ‖
b˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
= sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P | 1p − 1u
{ ∞∑
j= j P
(∫
P
[
2 js2− j(s−
n
u + n2 )χ˜R j (x)
]p
dx
) q
p
} 1
q
= sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P | 1p − 1u
{ ∞∑
j= j P
[
2− jp(−
n
u )|P ∩ R j|
] q
p
} 1
q
.
In order that the inner summand is not zero, there are three possibilities: (a) P contains R j, R j+1, . . . ; (b) P agrees with R j
for some j; (c) P is a proper subset of R j for some j. The last possibility (c) does not yield the supremum, while the ﬁrst
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‖λ‖
b˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
= sup
k∈Z
1
|Rk|
1
p − 1u
{ ∞∑
j=k
[
2− jp(−
n
u )|Rk ∩ R j|
] q
p
} 1
q
= 1< ∞.
Meanwhile, we have
‖λ‖n˙supq(Rn) =
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | qu − qp [|P ∩ R j|2 jp nu ] qp
} 1
q

{ ∞∑
j=−∞
|R j|
q
u 2 j
nq
u
} 1
q
= ∞.
Hence it follows that ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn) < ∞ and ‖λ‖b˙supq(Rn) = ∞. Observe that if N is suﬃciently large, then ψ
(l)
Q is a multiple of
a smooth atom for B˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n) supported near Q . Thus, Theorem 2.5 and Proposition 3.1 imply that
f =
∑
Q ∈D(Rn)
λQ ψ
(1)
Q ∈ B˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q
(
R
n) \ N˙ supq(Rn),
which combined with (1.1) completes the proof of (i).
We turn to the proofs of (ii) and (iii). The proof of (iii) is similar to that of (ii). So we concentrate only on (ii).
To prove (ii), by (1.1), we only need to show that
F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q
(
R
n)⊂ E˙ supq(Rn). (3.1)
To this end, we also compare the underlying sequence spaces. Recall that
‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
= sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | 1u − 1p
{∫
P
( ∑
{Q ∈D(Rn): Q ⊂P }
[|Q |− sn |λQ |χ˜Q (x)]q) pq dx} 1p (3.2)
and
‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn) = sup
P∈D(Rn)
|P | 1u − 1p
{∫
P
( ∑
Q ∈D(Rn)
[|Q |− sn |λQ |χ˜Q (x)]q) pq dx} 1p . (3.3)
To prove (3.1), in view of (3.2) and (3.3), it suﬃces to show that for all dyadic cubes P ,
I ≡ |P | 1u − 1p
{∫
P
( ∑
{Q ∈D(Rn): Q ⊃P }
[|Q |− sn |λQ |χ˜Q (x)]q) pq dx} 1p  ‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
.
Since Q runs over all the dyadic cubes which contain P , I can be rewritten as
|P | 1u
{ ∑
{Q ∈D(Rn): Q ⊃P }
[|Q |− sn− 12 |λQ |]q} 1q . (3.4)
It is trivial from the deﬁnition of the norm ‖ · ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
that
|Q | 1u |Q |− sn− 12 |λQ | ‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
. (3.5)
If we insert (3.5) into (3.4), we then obtain
I |P | 1u ‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
{ ∑
{Q ∈D(Rn): Q ⊃P }
|Q |− qu
} 1
q
 ‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
,
which shows that ‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn)  ‖λ‖
f˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
.
Suppose that f ∈ F˙ s,
1
p − 1u
p,q (R
n). Then, by virtue of Theorem 2.5, f admits a decomposition f = ∑Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ
in S ′∞(Rn), where each aQ is a smooth atom for F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n) supported near Q and λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satis-
ﬁes ‖λ‖ ˙ s, 1p − 1u n  ‖ f ‖ ˙ s, 1p − 1u n . In view of the norm equivalence we have just proved, we see that ‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn) f p,q (R ) F p,q (R )
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F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
. Observe that any smooth atom for F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n) is also a smooth atom for E˙ supq(Rn). Therefore, by virtue
of Theorem 2.6, we obtain
‖ f ‖E˙ supq(Rn)  ‖λ‖e˙supq(Rn)  ‖ f ‖
F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n)
,
which shows that F˙
s, 1p − 1u
p,q (R
n) ⊂ E˙ supq(Rn) and hence, completes the proof of Theorem 1.1. 
We remark that to prove Theorem 1.1(i), it is necessary to use the wavelet characterization of the space N˙ supq(Rn), while
to prove Theorem 1.1(ii), we need the atomic decomposition characterization of the space E˙ supq(Rn).
As a consequence of Theorem 1.1 and the fact that E˙0up2(Rn) ≡ Mup(Rn), we immediately obtain that the Triebel–Lizorkin-
type spaces F˙ s,τp,q(R
n) cover the Morrey space Mup(Rn) with 1< p  u < ∞.
Corollary 3.2.
(i) Let 1< p  u < ∞. Then F˙ 0,
1
p − 1u
p,2 (R
n) ≡ Mup(Rn) with equivalent norms.
(ii) Let 0< p  u < ∞. Then F˙ 0,
1
p − 1u
p,2 (R
n) ≡ HMup(Rn) with equivalent norms.
We now give an equivalent norm characterization of the spaces B˙s,τp,q(R
n) with special indices as follows.
Proposition 3.3. Let 0< p,q∞, s ∈ R and 0 τ < 1p . Then the norm ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn) is equivalent to
‖λ‖∗˙
bs,τp,q(Rn)
≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
[∫
P
( ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
|λQ |χ˜Q (x)
|Q | sn
)p
dx
] q
p
} 1
q
.
Also, the norm ‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn) is equivalent to
‖ f ‖∗˙
Bs,τp,q(Rn)
≡ sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j=−∞
[∫
P
∣∣2 jsϕ j(D) f (x)∣∣p dx] qp
} 1
q
. (3.6)
Proof. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 1.1(ii), we obtain that for all λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C, ‖λ‖∗˙bs,τp,q(Rn) ∼ ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn) .
The proof of (3.6) can be obtained as follows: Repeating the argument of B˙s,τp,q(R
n) in [22], we obtain the following
atomic decomposition characterization. If f ∈ S ′∞(Rn) satisﬁes ‖ f ‖∗˙Bs,τp,q(Rn) < ∞, then f =
∑∞
j=−∞
∑
Q ∈D j(Rn) λQ aQ in
S ′∞(Rn), where each aQ is a smooth atom for B˙s,τp,q(Rn) and λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖∗˙bs,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖
∗˙
Bs,τp,q(Rn)
.
Conversely, if each aQ is a smooth atom for B˙
s,τ
p,q(R
n) and λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖∗˙bs,τp,q(Rn) < ∞, then f ≡∑
Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ ∈ S ′∞(Rn) and ‖ f ‖∗˙Bs,τp,q(Rn)  ‖λ‖
∗˙
bs,τp,q(Rn)
. This atomic decomposition characterization together with the fact
that ‖λ‖∗˙
bs,τp,q(Rn)
∼ ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn) and Theorem 2.5 implies that for all f ∈ S ′∞(Rn), ‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn) ∼ ‖ f ‖∗˙Bs,τp,q(Rn) , which completes
the proof of Proposition 3.3. 
4. Trace theorems
In this section, we prove Theorems 1.3 and 1.4. For any x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn , we set x′ ≡ (x1, x2, . . . , xn−1) in Rn−1.
Our strategy for the proof of Theorem 1.3 as well as Theorem 1.4 is to take the full advantage of the atomic decom-
position characterizations of the spaces A˙s,τp,q(R
n) and A˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1), neither of which requires any moment condition
because of the assumption on s.
Before we come to the proof of Theorem 1.3, it will be more illustrating to re-write out the norms in the question in
full.
First of all, we notice that the integral in the deﬁnition of b˙s,τp,q(R
n) can be calculated completely. Indeed, for all λ ≡
{λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C,
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1
|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P
[ ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn), Q ⊂P
|Q |1−p( 12+ sn )|λQ |p
] q
p
} 1
q
= sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1), i∈Z
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
[ ∑
Q ∈D j(Rn)
Q ⊂P ′×[(i−1)(P ′),i(P ′)]
|λQ |p
|Q |p( 12+ sn )−1
] q
p
} 1
q
,
and for all λ′ ≡ {λ′Q ′ }Q ′∈D(Rn−1) ⊂ C,
‖λ′‖
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
= sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
[ ∑
Q ′⊂P ′
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
|λ′Q ′ |p
|Q ′| pn−1 (s− 1p )+ p2 −1
] q
p
} 1
q
. (4.1)
Proof of Theorem 1.3. Let f ∈ B˙s,τp,q(Rn). By Theorem 2.5, we have f =
∑
Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ in S ′∞(Rn), where each aQ is a
smooth atom for B˙s,τp,q(R
n) and λ ≡ {λQ }Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C satisﬁes ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn) . More precisely, the function aQ
satisﬁes the differential inequality (1.2) for any γ with |γ | 
s + nτ + 1+ . By (1.6), s > (n − 1)( 1min(1,p) − 1) + 1p > J − n,
we see that (1.3) is an empty condition. Let us show that the trace operator (1.7) is well deﬁned. First of all, the deﬁnition
of Tr( f ) is determined canonically for all f ∈ B˙s,τp,q(Rn). In view of the actual construction in [5, p. 61] and [22], we see that
λQ aQ is obtained canonically for all f ∈ B˙s,τp,q(Rn). More precisely, there exists a collection {T Q }Q ∈D(Rn) of continuous linear
operators on B˙s,τp,q(R
n) such that f ≡ ∑Q ∈D(Rn) T Q ( f ) in S ′∞(Rn) and T Q ( f ) ≡ λQ aQ . Therefore, the deﬁnition of Tr( f ) is
rephrased as Tr( f ) ≡ ∑Q ∈D(Rn) T Q ( f )(∗′,0). Now let us verify that the summation in the right-hand side converges in
S ′∞(Rn−1).
Claim 4.1. Tr( f ) ≡∑Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ (∗′,0) in S ′∞(Rn−1) and satisﬁes∥∥Tr( f )∥∥
B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
 ‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn). (4.2)
Since supp(aQ ) ⊂ 3Q , then if i /∈ {0,1,2}, aQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))(∗′,0) ≡ 0. Thus, the summation ∑Q ∈D(Rn) λQ aQ (∗′,0)
can be re-written as
2∑
i=0
∑
Q ′∈D(Rn−1)
λQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))aQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))(∗′,0).
To show that this summation converges in S ′∞(Rn−1), by Theorem 2.5, it suﬃces to prove that each
[(Q ′)] 12 aQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))(∗′,0) is a smooth atom for B˙s−
1
p ,
n
n−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1) supported near Q ′ and for all i ∈ {0,1,2},∥∥{[(Q ′)]− 12 λQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))}Q ′∈D(Rn−1)∥∥
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
< ∞.
Furthermore, the new atomic decomposition for Tr( f ) is
Tr( f ) =
2∑
i=0
∑
Q ′∈D(Rn−1)
λQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))
[(Q ′)] 12
[
(Q ′)
] 1
2 aQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))(∗′,0).
By similarity, we only consider the case when i = 1.
Indeed, to show that [(Q ′)] 12 aQ ′×[0,(Q ′)) is a smooth atom for B˙s−
1
p ,
n
n−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1) support near Q ′ , it is straightforward
to check (1.2). In addition, by (1.6), namely, s − 1p > (n − 1)( 1min(1,p) − 1), we allow us not to postulate the condition (1.3).
Therefore, each [(Q ′)] 12 aQ ′×[0,(Q ′)) is a smooth atom for B˙s−
1
p ,
n
n−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1) support near Q ′ .
For all i ∈ {0,1,2}, set
λ′i ≡
{
λQ ′×[(i−1)(Q ′),i(Q ′))
′ 12
}
′ n−1
.
[(Q )] Q ∈D(R )
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∥∥λ′1∥∥
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
= sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
( ∑
Q ′⊂P ′
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
|[(Q ′)]− 12 λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|p
[(Q ′)]p(s− 1p )+ p(n−1)2 −n+1
) q
p
} 1
q
= sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
( ∑
Q ′⊂P ′
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|p
[(Q ′)]ps+ pn2 −n
) q
p
} 1
q
 ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn).
The same estimate is available for i = 0 and i = 2, which further implies Claim 4.1.
By Theorem 2.5, we obtain
∥∥Tr( f )∥∥
B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)

2∑
i=0
∥∥λ′i∥∥
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
 ‖λ‖b˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn).
Hence, the mapping Tr : B˙s,τp,q(Rn) → B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1) is well deﬁned and (4.2) holds.
Let us show that (1.7) is surjective. To this end, for any f ∈ B˙s−
1
p ,
n
n−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1), by Theorem 2.5, there exist smooth
atoms {aQ ′ }Q ′∈D(Rn−1) for B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1) and coeﬃcients λ′ ≡ {λQ ′ }Q ′∈D(Rn−1) ⊂ C such that f =
∑
Q ′∈D(Rn−1) λQ ′aQ ′
in S ′∞(Rn−1) and ‖λ′‖
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
 ‖ f ‖
B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
. Let ϕ ∈ C∞c (R) with supp(ϕ) ⊂ (− 12 , 12 ) and ϕ(0) = 1. For all
Q ′ ∈ D(Rn−1) and all x ∈ R, set ϕQ ′(x) ≡ ϕ(2− log2 (Q ′)x). Under this notation, we deﬁne F ≡ ∑Q ′∈D(Rn−1) λQ ′aQ ′ ⊗ ϕQ ′ . It
is easy to check that for all Q ′ ∈ D(Rn−1), [(Q ′)]− 12 aQ ′ ⊗ϕQ ′ is a smooth atom for B˙s,τp,q(Rn) supported near Q ′×[0, (Q ′)).
Moreover,
∥∥{[(Q ′)] 12 λQ ′}Q ′∈D(Rn−1)∥∥b˙s,τp,q(Rn) ∼ supP∈D(Rn) 1|P |τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P
( ∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
Q ′×[0,(Q ′))⊂P
|[(Q ′)] 12 λQ ′ |p
|Q ′ × [0, (Q ′))|p( 12+ sn )−1
) q
p
} 1
q
∼ sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
( ∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′ |p
[(Q ′)]p( n−12 +s)−n
) q
p
} 1
q
∼ sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
( ∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′ |p
|Q ′| p2 + pn−1 (s− 1p )−1
) q
p
} 1
q
∼ ‖λ′‖
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
 ‖ f ‖
B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
.
This estimate together with Theorem 2.5 implies that F ∈ B˙s,τp,q(Rn) and ‖F‖B˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖
B˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,q (R
n−1)
; furthermore,
Tr(F ) = f , which shows that
Tr : B˙s,τp,q
(
R
n)→ B˙s− 1p , nn−1 τp,q (Rn−1)
is surjective, and hence, completes the proof of Theorem 1.3. 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Since (1.8) is assumed, the proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 1.3. Under the same
notation as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, we need to estimate
∥∥λ′i∥∥
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,p (R
n−1)
= sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∞∑
j= j P ′
∑
Q ′⊂P ′
Q ′∈D (Rn−1)
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|p
[(Q ′)]ps+ pn2 −n
} 1
p
. (4.3)j
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∥∥λ′i∥∥
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,p (R
n−1)
∼ sup
P ′∈D(Rn−1)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
{ ∫
P ′×[0,(P ′))
( ∞∑
j= j P ′
[
Λ j(x)
]q) pq
dx
} 1
p
, (4.4)
where
Λ j(x) ≡
∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|
[(Q ′)]s+ n2 χQ ′×[ 12 (Q ′),(Q ′))(x).
Indeed, {Q ′ × [ 12(Q ′), (Q ′))}Q ′∈D(Rn−1) forms a disjoint family. Therefore, we have∫
P ′×[0,(P ′))
( ∞∑
j= j P ′
[
Λ j(x)
]q) pq
dx =
∫
P ′×[0,(P ′))
∞∑
j= j P ′
[
Λ j(x)
]p
dx
=
∫
P ′×[0,(P ′))
∞∑
j= j P ′
∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|p
[(Q ′)]ps+ pn2
χQ ′×[ 12 (Q ′),(Q ′))(x)dx
= 1
2
∞∑
j= j P ′
∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|p
[(Q ′)]ps+ pn2 −n
.
If we insert this equality to (4.3), then we obtain (4.4).
If we use the pointwise estimate that for all x ∈ Rn ,
Λ j(x)
∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1), Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′×[0,(Q ′))|
[(Q ′)]s+ n2 χQ
′×[0,(Q ′))(x),
then we obtain that the operator Tr in (1.8) is well deﬁned and continuous from F˙ s,τp,q(R
n) to F˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,p (R
n−1).
To prove that the operator Tr is surjective, we need to use the Hardy–Littlewood maximal operator M . Let F be as in the
proof of Theorem 1.3. Then
‖F‖ F˙ s,τp,q(Rn)  sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{∫
P
[ ∞∑
j= j P
( ∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
Q ′×[0,(Q ′))⊂P
|λQ ′ |χQ ′×[0,(Q ′))(x)
[(Q ′)]s+ n−12
)q] pq
dx
} 1
p
.
For a dyadic cube P and all x ∈ Rn , let us write
Λ˜P (x) ≡
∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
Q ′×[0,(Q ))⊂P
|λQ ′ |χQ ′×[ 12 (Q ′),(Q ′))(x)
[(Q ′)]s+ n−12
.
By a trivial estimate that for almost all x ∈ Rn ,( ∑
Q ′∈D j(Rn−1)
Q ′×[0,(Q ))⊂P
|λQ ′ |χQ ′×[0,(Q ′))(x)
[(Q ′)]s+ n−12
)q

[
M
([Λ˜P ]min(1,p,q)2 )(x)] 2qmin(1,p,q)
and the Fefferman–Stein vector-valued inequality (see [4]), we obtain
‖F‖ F˙ s,τp,q(Rn)  sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{∫
P
( ∞∑
j= j P
[
M
([Λ˜P ]min(1,p,q)2 )(x)] 2qmin(1,p,q) )
p
q
dx
} 1
p
 sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
{∫ ( ∞∑
j= j
[
Λ˜P (x)
]q) pq
dx
} 1
p
.P P
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j= j P
[
Λ˜P (x)
]q) pq = ∞∑
j= j P
[
Λ˜P (x)
]p
,
which further implies that
‖F‖ F˙ s,τp,q(Rn)  sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P |τ
[∫
P
∞∑
j= j P
∑
Q ′∈D(Rn−1)
Q ′×[0,(Q ))⊂P
( |λQ ′ |χQ ′×[ 12 (Q ′),(Q ′))(x)
[(Q ′)]s+ n−12
)p
dx
] 1
p
 sup
P∈D(Rn)
1
|P ′| nn−1 τ
( ∞∑
j= j P ′
∑
Q ′∈D(Rn−1)
Q ′⊂P ′
|λQ ′ |p
[(Q ′)]s+ p(n−1)2 −n
) 1
p
∼ ‖λ′‖
b˙
s− 1p , nn−1 τ
p,p (R
n−1)
,
which completes the proof of Theorem 1.4. 
Remark 4.2. It is interesting that Theorem 1.4 also extends [14, Theorem 1.1] in view of Theorem 1.1.
5. Proof of Theorem 1.5
Finally in this section, we consider the boundedness of pseudo-differential operators with homogeneous symbols; see,
for example, [6].
Deﬁnition 5.1. Let m ∈ Z+ . A smooth function a deﬁned on Rnx × (Rnξ \ {0}) belongs to the class S˙m1,1, if a satisﬁes the
following differential inequalities that for all α,β ∈ Zn+ ,
sup
x∈Rn, ξ∈(Rn\{0})
|ξ |−m−|α|+|β|∣∣∂αx ∂βξ a(x, ξ)∣∣< ∞.
Grafakos and Torres [6] established the following result; see Lemma 2.1 there.
Lemma 5.2. Let m ∈ Z+ and a ∈ S˙m1,1 . Then a(x, D) is a continuous linear mapping from S∞(Rn) to S(Rn). In particular, its formal
adjoint a(x, D) can be extended to a continuous linear mapping from S ′(Rn) to S ′∞(Rn).
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof is similar to those of [6, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2]. For the reader’s convenience, we give some
details. Below we write T ≡ a(x, D) for simplicity.
Let f ∈ A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn) and ϕ ∈ S(Rn) be a band-limited supported function chosen so that 0 /∈ supp(ϕ) and∑∞
j=−∞[Fϕ(2− jξ)]2 = χRn\{0}(ξ) for all ξ ∈ Rn . For all dyadic cubes Q = Q jk and x ∈ Rn , deﬁne ϕQ (x) ≡ 2
jn
2 ϕ(2 j x − k).
Then by the Calderón reproducing formula in [22, Lemma 2.1], we have f = ∑Q ∈D(Rn)〈 f ,ϕQ 〉ϕQ in S ′∞(Rn); moreover,
by the ϕ-transform characterization of A˙s,τp,q(R
n) (see [22, Theorem 3.1]), the coeﬃcient sequence {〈 f ,ϕQ 〉}Q ∈D(Rn) ⊂ C
satisﬁes ‖{〈 f ,ϕQ 〉}Q ∈D(Rn)‖a˙s+m,τp,q (Rn)  ‖ f ‖ A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn) , which implies that∥∥{|Q |−m/n〈 f ,ϕQ 〉}Q ∈D(Rn)∥∥a˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖ A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn). (5.1)
We claim that T ( f ) ≡ ∑Q ∈D(Rn)〈 f ,ϕQ 〉T (ϕQ ) in S ′∞(Rn) and satisﬁes ‖T ( f )‖ A˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖ A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn) . To see this, by
(5.1) and the smooth molecular decomposition characterizations of A˙s,τp,q(R
n) (see Theorem 2.5), it suﬃces to prove that for
all Q ∈ D(Rn), |Q |m/nT (ϕQ ) is a multiple of a smooth molecule for A˙s,τp,q(Rn) supported near Q .
As in [6], for all Q = Q jk and x ∈ Rn , we set
T Q (ϕ)(x) ≡
∫
Rn
eix·ξa
(
2− j(x+ k),2 jξ)Fϕ(ξ)dξ.
Then an argument using the change of variables yields that T (ϕQ ) ≡ 2 jn2 T Q (ϕ)(2 j · −k) (see [6, p. 265]).
Y. Sawano et al. / J. Math. Anal. Appl. 363 (2010) 73–85 85In [6, pp. 265–266], Grafakos and Torres proved that for any γ ∈ Zn+ , there exists a positive constant Cγ , depending
on γ , such that for all x ∈ Rn ,∣∣(∂γ T Q (ϕ))(x)∣∣ Cγ 2 jm〈x〉−N . (5.2)
A direct consequence of (5.2) is that for any γ ∈ Zn+ and N ∈ N, there exists a positive constant Cγ ,N , depending on γ
and N , such that for all x ∈ Rn ,∣∣(∂γ T (ϕQ ))(x)∣∣ Cγ ,N2 jn/22 j|γ |2 jm〈2 jx− k〉−N ,
which further implies (1.4). The moment condition (1.5) follows from the assumption (1.9). Hence, |Q |m/nT (ϕQ ) is a multiple
of a smooth molecule for A˙s,τp,q(R
n) supported near Q , which together with Theorem 2.5 and (5.1) implies that∥∥T ( f )∥∥ A˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ∥∥{|Q |−m/n〈 f ,ϕQ 〉}Q ∈D(Rn)∥∥a˙s,τp,q(Rn)  ‖ f ‖ A˙s+m,τp,q (Rn).
This ﬁnishes the proof of Theorem 1.5. 
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